EZ-ZONE® PM to ACCESIO Converter
Model USB-485
USB to RS-485 Adapter using Standard Bus

- Use twisted pair wires such as Cat 5 cabling.
- Do not route with power carrying conductors.
- Daisy chain wire up to 16 EZ-ZONE® devices.

RS-485 Half Duplex (2-wire).
Connections between +TX and +RX pins 2 & 9 and between -TX and -RX pins 3 & 1 have to be made in the external cable.

PC Software Protocol - Standard Bus
EZ Configurator

Data format
38,400 baud
8 data bits
no parity
1 start bit
1 stop bit

Mating female DB-9 connector required

0847-0251-0000

http://accesio.com/
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